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In this article, we investigate dynamic behaviors of a gel layer attached to a rigid substrate and
submerged in a continuous stirred tank reactor. With a continuous feed of fresh reactants in the
reactor, the concentrations of reactants stay constant on the surface of the gel layer. However, the
concentrations of reactants inside the gel are inhomogeneous and vary with time, which are
determined by the diffusion and chemical reactions of the reactants. Additionally, both monotonic
and oscillatory swelling-shrinking dynamics are predicted in the gel if the swelling capability of
the gel depends on the concentration of a reactant. Based on autocatalytic reaction, kinetic model,
and nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory of gels, in this article, we investigate the effect of the
thickness of the gel layer, lateral prestretches in the gel and the initial concentrations of reactants in
the gel on its dynamic behaviors. We have also calculated the evolution of the swelling force that
the gel layer exerts on its constrained substrate. The results of this article may find potential appli-
cations in using responsive gels to make chemo-mechanical sensors, actuators, biomimetic devices,
and even drug delivery systems. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891520]

I. INTRODUCTION

Submerged in an environment containing solvent, a
polymer network imbibes the solvent and swells, resulting in
a gel. Depending on the functional groups tethered to the
polymer chain, the amount of swelling in the gel may change
significantly with a small variation of environmental temper-
ature,1 pH value,2 electric field,3 and concentrations of ions.4

Using responsive gels, different research groups have suc-
cessfully designed and fabricated diverse soft active devices
and systems.5–7

Recently, many intriguing phenomena associated with
the interaction between chemical reactions and deformations
in hydrogels have been discovered and investigated.8 For
example, by incorporating a transition metal catalyst
RuðbpyÞ3 moiety into polymer chains, a self-oscillating reac-
tion, named Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, can hap-
pen in a gel.9 During the course of the reaction, the
concentrations of RuðbpyÞ2þ3 and RuðbpyÞ3þ3 in the gel oscil-
late, which may induce cyclic swelling-shrinking changes10

or peristaltic motion in the gel.11,12 The synthetic self-
oscillating BZ-reaction gels have been explored to emulate
various biological functions13,14 and realize pulsatile drug
delivery.15 Based on the kinetics of self-oscillating reactions
and the thermodynamics of gels, both theoretical and numer-
ical models have been proposed to explain diverse phenom-
ena observed in BZ-reaction gels.16–18

Oscillating dynamics observed in BZ-reaction gels are
the direct consequences of BZ-reactions. Nevertheless, sev-
eral recent experiments have shown that through the cou-
pling between large deformation in a chemical responsive
gel and bistable autocatalytic chemical reactions, which are
much more common than self-oscillating reactions, various
dynamic behaviors, including oscillations, can also be real-
ized in the gel system. In the experiment, a chemically re-
sponsive gel is submerged in a continuous stirred tank
reactor (CSTR), where an autocatalytic reaction proceeds
(Fig. 1).19–26 In a CSTR, with a continuous feed of fresh
reactants, the autocatalytic reaction with long induction time
is kept in its initial unreacted state. However, the state of
reactants inside the gel is determined by the reaction rate and
diffusion process, and the concentrations of reactants are
usually not homogeneous and vary with time. Depending on
the size of the gel, the reactants in the gel can be either in
unreacted state with low concentration or reacted state with
high concentration steadily.27,28 In particular, for a gel with
intermediate size, both reacted and unreacted states of the
reactants in the gel can be steady, which is known as spatial
bistability.27,28 Furthermore, if the gel is responsive to the
concentration of a reactant, by simply changing the size of
the gel or prestretches in the gel, various swelling-shrinking
dynamics of the gel can be observed.24

According to our knowledge, Boissonade et al.28,29 are
the first, who combine reaction-diffusion kinetics model of
reactants and thermodynamics of gels to interpret the oscilla-
tion of a free-standing responsive gel in a CSTR. However, in
most applications, gels are either partially constrained bya)Electronic mail: shqcai@ucsd.edu
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substrates or subject to mechanical forces.30 Furthermore, the
forces that swelling gels exerts on their constraints are often
used to actuate structures and trigger deformations.
Therefore, in this paper, we combine kinetic model of autoca-
talytic reactions, poroelasticity theory developed by Biot31

and other researchers,32 and thermodynamics of gels formu-
lated by Flory33 to compute deformation field, stress distribu-
tion, and the reactant concentrations in the gel, which is
submerged in a CSTR and constrained by a rigid imperme-
able substrate (Fig. 1). In particular, we uncover the influence
of gel thickness, lateral prestretches, and the initial concentra-
tions of reactants on the dynamic behaviors of the gel. We
have also calculated the evolution of the swelling force, the
gel layer exerts on the constraint. We hope the results of the
paper would promote the understanding of the coupling
between chemical reactions and finite deformation in soft
materials, and find potential applications in controlling oscil-
lations of chemo-responsive gels by mechanical ways.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

Figure 1 sketches a chemically responsive hydrogel layer
immersed in a CSTR. A dry gel layer, with the thickness H as
shown in Figure 1(a), is first prestretched equal-biaxially in
lateral directions and bonded to a rigid and impermeable sub-
strate. The gel layer is then submerged in a solution and
swells till equilibrium with the thickness h0, which is viewed
as initial state of the gel layer in this article (Fig. 1(b)).
Finally, the gel layer is immersed in a CSTR, where autocata-
lytic reactions proceed. Based on our models, various
swelling-shrinking behaviors of the gel layer can be predicted.

In the paper, the dry gel layer is taken to be the state of
reference. Let X1 and X2 be the material coordinates in the
plane of the dry gel layer, and X3 be the material coordinate
normal to the layer (Fig. 1(a)). The substrate fixes the lateral
stretches of the gel k1 ¼ k2 ¼ kpre. At time t, the marker X3

moves to a place x3ðX3; tÞ. The vertical stretch is

k3 X3; tð Þ ¼
@x3 X3; tð Þ
@X3

: (1)

The concentration of the solvent in the gel is also a
time-dependent field, CðX3; tÞ. The number of solvent mole-
cules is conserved, so that

@C X3; tð Þ
@t

þ @J X3; tð Þ
@X3

¼ 0; (2)

where JðX3; tÞ is the nominal flux of the solvent in the verti-
cal direction, i.e., the number of solvent molecules crossing
unit area in the reference state per unit time.

The hydrogel layer is in mechanical equilibrium in the
process of solvent migration, so that the stress in vertical
direction vanishes

r3ðX3; tÞ ¼ 0: (3)

The hydrogel is not in diffusive equilibrium. The chemi-
cal potential of the solvent in the hydrogel is a time-
dependent field, lðX3; tÞ. The gradient of the chemical poten-
tial drives the solvent to migrate in the hydrogel. Following
our previous work,33 the flux is taken to be linear in the gra-
dient of the chemical potential

J X3; tð Þ ¼ %
CD

k2
3kT

@l X3; tð Þ
@X3

; (4)

where D is the diffusivity of the solvent and kT is the tem-
perature in the unit of energy. The stretch k3 in Eq. (4) is to
account for the effect of deformation on solvent migration.

Since the concentrations of the reactants are generally
small compared to the concentration of solvent, the volume
of the reactants is ignored. The volume of the swollen gel is
assumed to be equal to the sum of the volume of the dry poly-
mer network and the volume of solvent in the gel, namely

1þ XC ¼ k2
prek3; (5)

where X is the volume per solvent molecule.
Using the free energy of a gel given by Flory and

Rehner, the equations of state can be written as35

FIG. 1. Schematics of the gel layer in
(a) reference state and (b) initial state.
H is the thickness of the gel layer in
dry state, kpre is the lateral prestretch,
h0 is the initial thickness of the gel, u0

and v0 are normalized initial concen-
trations of reactants in the gel. (c) is a
schematic of a chemically responsive
hydrogel layer bonded on a rigid
impermeable substrate in a CSTR. The
upper surface of the hydrogel layer is
in contact with the solution in the reac-
tor. In the reactor, an autocatalytic CT
reaction proceeds.
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where N is the number of polymer chains in the gel divided
by the volume of the dry polymers and v is a dimensionless
measure of the enthalpy of mixing. From the above equa-
tions, we can know that the swelling capability of the gel
decreases with increasing the value of v.

Depending on the functional group bonded with poly-
mer chains, the swelling capability of a gel can vary signifi-
cantly with the change of external stimuli. For example, the

linear swelling ratio of a polyelectrolyte gel can change as
much as 10 times with a variation of ionic strength in the so-
lution.36 As another example, temperature-sensitive hydro-
gels such as PNIPAM gel can absorb or release a large
amount of water by lowering or increasing the surrounding
temperature.37,38 Many models describing the responsiveness
of different gels have been developed in the literature.
Without losing generality, one of the simplest models for re-
sponsive gels is assuming that v is a function of the stimuli,
such as the concentrations of ions, temperature, and so on.

In this paper, following Boissonade et al.,28,29 to model
the responsiveness of the gel, we assume v only depends on
the concentration of one of the reactants in the solution: Hþ

in a sigmoidal function form

v X3; tð Þ ¼
vmax þ vmin

2
þ vmax % vmin

2
tanh s v% v&ð Þ½ (; (7)

where v is normalized concentration of Hþ, which we will
discuss more in the following paragraphs. In this paper, the
parameters in Eq. (7) are chosen as vmin ¼ 0:154,
vmax ¼ 0:54, s ¼ 10, and v& ¼ 0:15. From Eq. (7), we know
v is a monotonically increasing function of the concentration
of Hþ.

Substituting Eqs. (4)–(7) into Eq. (2), we arrive at a par-
tial differential equation for the function k3ðX3; tÞ

@k3

@t
¼ D

@

@X3
1% 1

k2
prek3

 !
1

k2
prek3 % 1

! "
k2

prek
3
3

% 2v

k4
prek

4
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þ NX

k2
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1þ 1
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@
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2
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8
<

:

9
=

;
: (8)

The upper surface of the hydrogel layer (Fig. 1) is kept
in contact with the solution in a CSTR. In the reactor, an
autocatalytic Chlorite-Tetrathionate (CT) reaction proceeds.
The reaction kinetics of the CT reaction can be well approxi-
mated by the following overall balance equation:27

7ClO%2 þ 2S4O2%
6 þ 6H2O! 7Cl% þ 8SO2%

4 þ 12Hþ; (9)

and the reaction rate vR is given by

vR ¼ %
1

7

d ClO%2½ (
dt

¼ k0 ClO%2½ ( S4O2%
6

# $
Hþ½ (2; (10)

where k0 is the reaction rate constant. This above rate law
exhibits quadratic autocatalysis in ½Hþ(, which can lead to
spatial bistability.27

The flow rate in the CSTR is assumed to be large
enough, so the concentrations of different species in the solu-
tion are assumed to be constant all the time. In the gel, the
reaction-diffusion kinetics of different species are typically
described by the following set of normalized equations:27

@u

@~t
¼ %u2v2 þr2

x3
u; (11a)

@v

@~t
¼ 12

7
u2v2 þr2

x3
v: (11b)

In the above equations, the concentrations of different spe-
cies are normalized by the concentration of ClO%2 at the sur-
face of the gel: ½ClO%2 (0, which is independent of time. u and
v in Eq. (11) are normalized concentrations of ClO%2 and Hþ,
respectively. In the reaction-diffusion system, an intrinsic
length scale is introduced as l0 ¼ ðD1=2k0Þ1=2=ð½ClO%2 (0Þ

3=2,
where D1 is the diffusivity of the reactants. Then, all length
scales in the system are normalized by l0 and the time in the
system is normalized as ~t ¼ D1t=l2

0. The typical values of
these parameters are D1 ¼ 10%9m2s%1, k0 ¼ 5) 106M%3s%1

and ½ClO%2 (0 ¼ 10%4M, so l0 ¼ 1 cm.
At the surface of the constrained gel, the boundary con-

ditions are

uðH; tÞ ¼ uext; (12a)

vðH; tÞ ¼ vext; (12b)

lðH; tÞ ¼ 0; (12c)

in which, uext and vext are the normalized concentrations of
ClO%2 and Hþ in the bath reactor, respectively.
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The rigid substrate is taken to be impermeable to the sol-
vent and the reactants, so on the bottom surface of the gel
layer, we have

@u 0; tð Þ
@X3

¼ 0; (13a)

@v 0; tð Þ
@X3

¼ 0; (13b)

@k3 0; tð Þ
@X3

¼ 0: (13c)

The initial conditions are

uðX3; 0Þ ¼ u0; (14a)

vðX3; 0Þ ¼ v0; (14b)

k3ðX3; 0Þ ¼ k0; (14c)

in which, u0 and v0 are the initial concentrations of ClO%2
and Hþ in the gel, respectively, and k0 is the initial vertical
stretch.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using Matlab, we solve partial differential Eqs. (8) and
(11) associated with boundary conditions (12), (13), and ini-
tial conditions (14). In the calculation, normalized crosslink
density of the gel is fixed as NX ¼ 10%3 and the diffusivity
of the solvent D is assumed to be equal to the diffusivity of
reactants D1. The concentration of Hþ is fixed to be vext ¼
0:05 on the top surface of the gel layer. In the following, we
first explore how gel thickness H, initial concentrations of
reactants, and lateral prestretch kpre affect the swelling-
shrinking behaviors of the gel. We will also compute the
evolution of stress field in the gel layer and swelling force
that the gel layer exerts on the constrained substrate.

In Figure 2, we plot the evolution of the thickness of the
gel with several thicknesses of the gel layer in the reference
state, H. In the calculation, the lateral prestretch is fixed to
be kpre ¼ 3:0, and the initial concentrations of reactants in
the gel are fixed to be u0 ¼ 0, v0 ¼ 0:05. The initial vertical
stretch of the gel layer in equilibrium can be calculated from
Eq. (6c), k0 ¼ 3:36. After contacting with the fresh reactants
in the CSTR, the gel layer is not in equilibrium. Reactants

may migrate into or out of the gel with the progress of chem-
ical reactions.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) plot three types of dynamic processes
of gels with different thicknesses, H. For a gel layer with
small thickness (Fig. 2(a)), H=l0 ¼ 0:5, the time for the Hþ

diffusing in the gel is much shorter than the characteristic
time of chemical reactions, so the concentrations of the reac-
tants inside the gel are very close to the concentrations of
reactants in the external solution (Fig. 3(a)). Consequently,
the gel layer shrinks very slightly and reaches a steady state
in a short time.

However, for a gel with large thickness (Fig. 2(b)),
H=l0 ¼ 2:2, the gel shrinks slowly and, finally, reaches a
steady state with much smaller swelling ratio. This is
because when the gel is thick, the diffusion of Hþ in the gel
needs much longer time compared to the chemical reaction,
and the hydrogen ions in the gel are mostly in a reacted state.
Due to the characteristics of autocatalytic reaction, compared
to its initial state, the concentration of Hþ is much higher in
steady state (Fig. 3(b)).

For a medium thickness (Fig. 2(c)), H=l0 ¼ 0:9, the gel
layer first shrinks to a state with small thickness and reacted
Hþ can migrate out of the gel within a short period, which
decreases the value of v and makes the gel swell. After swel-
ling, the thickness of the gel becomes large and Hþ needs
much longer time to migrate out of the gel, so the value of v
increases and the gel shrinks back. In consequence, both the
concentration of Hþ (Fig. 3(c)) and the thickness of the gel
layer keep oscillating and never reach steady state. It is
worthwhile to point out that the oscillating behavior shown
in the current system is a consequence of the coupling
between large deformation of the gel and the autocatalytic
reactions inside the gel, which is intrinsically different from
the oscillating behaviors observed in BZ gels, where the
chemical reactions are self-oscillating.9

Next, we investigate the influence of the initial concen-
trations of reactants on the swelling-shrinking behaviors of
the gel layer. In the calculation, we change the initial con-
centrations of ClO%2 to be u0 ¼ 0 and Hþ to be v0 ¼ 0:25 in
the gel, which is different from the initial concentrations of
reactants in Figure 2. To compare with Figure 2(a), we set
the same thickness of the gel layer H=l0 ¼ 0:5 and lateral
prestretch kpre ¼ 3:0 in Figure 4(a). Instead of shrinking, the
gel layer swells initially, because the concentration of Hþ

FIG. 2. The evolution of the thickness of the gel layer with different thicknesses in its reference state, H: (a) H=l0 ¼ 0:5, (b) H=l0 ¼ 2:2, and (c) H=l0 ¼ 0:9.
The lateral prestretch is kpre ¼ 3:0, the initial concentrations of reactants are u0 ¼ 0 and v0 ¼ 0:05, and the corresponding initial vertical stretch in equilibrium
is k0 ¼ 3:36.
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decreases due to diffusion. After a short period, the gel layer
reaches steady state with the same thickness as Figure 2(a).
Similarly, in Figure 4(b), we set the gel thickness to be:
H=l0 ¼ 0:9. Except the early stage of swelling, the thickness
of the gel layer in Figure 4(b) oscillates in the same way as
shown in Figure 2(c). These two calculations indicate that
the initial concentrations of reactants only affect the early
stage of swelling-shrinking behaviors of the gel layers but
not their long-term behaviors.

In Figure 5, we plot the thickness of the gel changing
with time for different lateral prestretches. In Figures 5(a)
and 5(b), the thicknesses of two prestretched gel layers in
initial state, h0, before contacting with the solution are the
same, while the prestretches in the gel layers are different.
When the prestretch is small, kpre ¼ 1:5, the gel layer shrinks
monotonically with time and, finally, reach steady state (Fig.
5(a)). When the prestretch is large, kpre ¼ 3:0, the gel layer
shrinks first then oscillates and can never reach steady state

(Fig. 5(b)). The time for chemical reactions is independent
of the prestretch of the gel, while the time for the diffusion
of solvent can quantitatively depend on the deformation of
the gel as illustrated in our previous work.34 Thus, the effect
of prestretch on the dynamics of the gel layer can also be
understood by considering the effect of prestretch on the
time for the diffusion of solvent in the gel layer.

In swelling-shrinking process, the gel layer exerts swel-
ling force on its constrained substrate. The swelling force is
often used to trigger deformation of the substrate such as a
stiff and nonswellable beam.39 In these applications, the
magnitude of the swelling force is critical. Since the thick-
ness of the gel can change periodically with time in certain
conditions (Fig. 2(c)), we expect the magnitude of the swel-
ling force can also oscillate in the same conditions. In Figure
6(a), we plot the lateral stress distribution in the gel layer at
different times. The gel layer has the same thickness, lateral
prestretches, and initial concentrations of reactants as the

FIG. 3. The evolution of the concentration of Hþ in the gel layer with different thicknesses in its reference state, H: (a) H=l0 ¼ 0:5, (b) H=l0 ¼ 2:2, and (c)
H=l0 ¼ 0:9. Inset in (c) shows the concentration of Hþ, at the bottom of the gel layer, oscillating with time. The lateral prestretches in the gel layer and the ini-
tial concentrations of reactants in the gel are the same as those in Figure 2.

FIG. 4. Influence of the initial concen-
trations of reactants on the swelling-
shrinking behaviors of the gel layer
with two different thicknesses: (a)
H=l0 ¼ 0:5 and (b) H=l0 ¼ 0:9. We set
the initial reactant concentrations in
the gel u0 ¼ 0 and v0 ¼ 0:25, which is
different from the initial reactant con-
centrations in the gel in Figure 2.

FIG. 5. Influence of the lateral pre-
stretch kpre on swelling-shrinking dy-
namics of the gel layer: (a) kpre ¼ 1:5
and (b) kpre ¼ 3:0. In (a) and (b), the
initial thicknesses of two gel layers are
the same: h0=l0 ¼ 4:8. The initial reac-
tant concentrations in the gel are u0 ¼ 0
and v0 ¼ 0:05.
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one shown in Figure 2(c). The swelling force F can be calcu-
lated by integrating the lateral stress

FðtÞ ¼ w

ðH

0

r1ðX3; tÞk3ðX3; tÞdX3; (15)

where w is the width of the substrate. As shown in Figure
6(b), the swelling force also oscillates with the same period
of the oscillation of the thickness of the gel layer in Figure
2(c).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we investigate the coupling between large
deformation and reaction-diffusion of reactants in a con-
strained gel layer, which is submerged in a continuous stirred
tank reactor and an autocatalytic reaction proceeds in it. We
illustrate that the dynamic behaviors of the gel layer are deter-
mined by its thickness, lateral prestretches, and initial concen-
trations of reactants. Our calculations show that: in certain
conditions, the gel layer in a CSTR can swell or shrink at the
beginning and, finally, reach steady state with constant thick-
ness; by changing the initial thickness or the prestretches of
the gel layer, the thickness and the swelling force that the gel
layer exerts on the constraint may oscillate and the gel never
reaches steady state. We have also shown that the oscillating
behavior in the gel is the consequence of the coupling
between large deformation and reaction-diffusion process of
reactants in the gel, which is intrinsically different from BZ
self-oscillating gels. The study may find potential applications
in designing chemo-mechanical transducers.
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